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NORTH MAHARASHTRA UNIVERSITV.JALGAON

Revis"d Syllabus for T.LE.A.
Oeneral Paper-III (0-31

Logic and Methodology of Science

(With Effect From Jul,. 19991

FORMALAND INDUCTI'E LOGIC

.SECTION-I. (FORMAL_ LOGICI

11 Advanced Predi-cate Logic :-

Singly and multiply general propositions Its nature
and s.vmholization, fr~e and Bound variables. Re,-is"d rules
of quantificatiJn lTJ, UG, EI and EG. proving Hllidity of
a,guments involvin.g multiply general propositions. Rule of
'Iuantifier negation.

21 Proving logical 1'-Ulll! invQI"ing guao\lfler~.

Exftlnples 01' proving logical truths in,'olving quantifiers.

( a ) l'(lture aod logical structure of relatiooal propo~ition.
its kinds.

Ib) properties of dyadic relatlolls-Symmetry-asymmetry-;.i,'n
symmetry Trans I t i ,-i t~f-Int ransi t i vi t.v-l\on-t raos i t i.-i t)"

Reflexi"ity-lrIeflexivity-Nooreflexivit)-

Ic) Symbolizing relational propositions, proving nJ.lidity
of argu.ments involving relational propositions b~
direct and conditional proof.

rd) Enth~'meme -.- Its nature, provlng the validity c>f
relational enthymic argument_

-
Ie) Principle of identity. Definite deo;;criptions

(Introductc,ry part only)

(f) Symbolic logic. - Basis of computation.

4) Elemeots Qf set !.h~

(a) Definitions - Set. Element~ of Set. sub - set. proper
sulJ - set. Nul I set and oni'"ersal set.

(lJ) Modes of specifying a set - Listing lind defining"

(cl Basic operations on set - Union. Inter section and
complementary.

(d) Examples 00 set, elements of set, sub - set and set
op'H(ltions.

(e) Rule of commutation. Association. Distribution and
Demorgan's laws internls of set theory.

If I Inter ['reting A. E. I and" pr(lpo~ltions interms of set
theory.
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SECTION-II (Inductive Logic)

51 Inductive inL~~nce ~ Nature ~ Jj.pes

between inductive and
induction. Types of

simple enurneratin.

uf induction,Distinction
inference, problems of

Scientific induction,
lind Ana logy.

Nature
deduct ive
induction
induction

6, Gr_ound" of Induct jon

la) Formal grounds of induction - principle of uniformit;
of nature, principle of causality. popular and
scientif,c notion of cause. notion of functional
dependence.

(b) Material grounds of induction - observation. experiment
and testimony.

~I Hypothesis, Methods. ~ ~ ~Ianation,

(bl Mill's methods - method of agreement and method of
difference.

'" Hypothesis - Its nature. origin and types. conditions
of valid Hypothesis.

;cJ Method of Pjobable reasoning - Its nature grounds
and methods of rneasurlnl' probabil ities.

(d) Statistical method - Its nature and stages.
measurements of central tendencies - mean. mode and
median, coefficient of correlation.

(el Various uses of the expression 'law'. Nature and
classification of laws of nature

(f) Nature and forms of scientific explanation. Distinction
between popular and scientific - explanation.

3' Resear£h methodology in Social Sciences

la) Distinction between natural and SOcial sciences.

(b) Methods and techniques of data colJection- observation_
partiCipant and Non participant. Inter.jew method and
Questionair Schedule.

BOOKS fOR READING ANQ REFERENCES

01 I Symbolic Logi~ - Copi and Cotten.

02) Introduction to Logic - Copi and Cotten.

OJ) The elements of formal logic - Hughes and Londey.
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", Introduction to Logic Suppes P.

0.5) Logic by Way of set theory - Eblers. Hen.y

06) Methods of Logic - \"'\',0, Quine,

Oil Modern Introduction to Logic- - L.S. Stebbing.

08) Introduction to Logic and Scien,ific method - Cohen and
Nage 1

091 Structure of Science E. Nagel.

10) Methodology of Social research - Goode and HlIt.
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